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ABSTRACT: Reference simplifies the ODP concept,
establish a user hierarchical structure can be controlled
autonomously interest preference expression of user
interests model. Meanwhile, from the user’s browsing
behavior can reflect the user’s interest in starting, this
paper analyzes the relationship between the user’s browsing
behavior and user interest. Considering both the times of
page visiting and the browsing speed for the degree of
use interest, as well as the similarity of the page keywords
and a single user interest point, the index  can be obtained
for evaluating whether a page meets the user interest
preference. Utilizing it as search results of evaluation
indexes, search results sorting. Further analysis under
different integrity of user interests of description and
different results processing under the way of sorting effect,
through individual apiration is decided according to user’s
personal interest in server-side describe file integrity of,
will be willing to disclosure of personal information stored
in the search engine server in order to improve the quality
of the search results, sensitive personal information
retained in local client, reach users privacy protection
effect.
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1. Introduction

For the Internet information retrieval, the retrieval results
with personalized information based on the user’s interest
is one of the main approach to improve the recall and
precision ratios for information retrieval.

Personalized retrieval is a technology, which collect
information of user’s interest and find the results according
with user’s requirements and put them in the searching
page in priority. This method can improve the searching
efficiency and accuracy, but have threats to leak user’s
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secrets inevitably. For different users, how to satisfy
different request and reflect individual interest accurately,
and provide suitable results, is one of key problems at
present.

Based on the simplified ODP hierarchical structure and
searching record, a model which can express and classify
the use’s interest and control the opening degree
autonomously has been established. This paper focuses
on the issues above, discusses the building of the user
interest model, the evaluation of search result pages, and
the sort of search results.

2. User interest model based on basic structure of
ODP

2.1 Establishing model of user’s interest
One of the key problems of personalized retrieval is how
to describe the actual interest of a user. Referring to the
simplified ODP tree structure, according to various users
of different interest branches and their weights, it
constructs the organization of catalogues levels based
on user personalized requirements, and adding the
percentage of user’s interest at the tree node, we construct
the model of user’s interest [1-4].

The  user interest model as a tree structure, notes for
TP.Each node of the tree structure model is defined as:

             node={Keyword,Item,Weight,Value,Children}

Introduce the following notations:
Keyword is the keyword of the node.
Item is the describing word set of the node,

                              Item = {k1,k2,…kn}.

Weight is the weight of each describing word in the
describing word set,

                   Weight ={KW1,KW2,…KWn},

KWi says the weight of the number i of node.Item.
Value is the key word score for the node.
Children is the information of the subordinate child node.
The root node is a special node,
             node-Top={null,null,null,Value,Children}.

For any node n except of the root node in the tree structure
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2.2 The calculation of user interest degree
The initial expression of the user’s interest is empty. When
one searches the web content, the key terms and
corresponding ODP classification catalogues are
designated artificially. In the personalized searching
process, a result searched will be produced after users
search a keyword. The model of user’s interest will be
updated by recording pages opened by users and
extracting characteristic.

Every node in the model is regard as the node which one
user interests it. Item is the description of the node and
Value is the percentage of the node. Whether the page
matches with the user’s interest and the matching level
depend on whether the page matches with the description
of the node in the model and the importance for the
user[3,4].

Using TF*IDF [5]method and ICTCLAS[6], a Chinese
lexical analyzer, developed by the institute of calculation
Chinese academy, the characteristic vector of the text
are composed of the characteristic word and its
percentage  extracted in the text page.

Page text and the similarity of user interest point
describing word set is calculated through the page
characteristic vector and the cosine of user interest points
vector, i.e.,

Matching the interest preference on page u, calculate
node_sim(u,node) on all directory nodes node. The match
node is the node that has the maximum value. The
node_sim value of the match nodes and the page u are  he
interest preference similarity of the page u and user p,
notes for sim(u,p). It can be used for evaluating whether a
page meets the user interest preference.

2.3 Autonomous controlling the model of user’s
interest
Using the model established, user’s interests can be
organized according to the catalogue structure. Users can
set up an order to delete some information below a certain
level to avoid secrets leaking out. They can also delete
the branch catalogue in tree structure independently. The
percentages of the branch left or deleted are remained,
so the model is still applicable for matching of the page
with use’s interest.

IG is defined as the integrity of the model of user’s interest.
After the information is tailored, IG can be calculated based
on percentage of every node[3]. TP is used to express the
integral model of users and TP’  the model tailored, then

node.Value - Top.Value

node TP’
IG =

Σ node.Value - Top.Value

Σ
node TP

IG represents the level of exposing one’s secrets, which
have a close relationship with the searching
accuracy.Because the update action will be carried based
n the original model of users on tree structure to ensure
consistency, tailoring the model of user’s interest does
ot affect value changing.

Average accuracy is led in for evaluating variation of
tailoring the model with matching  the page [7]. The index
can be used to evaluate the difference of actual order of
results searched with the theory.

AP = Σ
n

i=1

i
ri.rank n

n represents the recorded number matching with user’s
interest, ri record i, ri.rank the order of record i in the
searching results. If AP is bigger, the matching accuracy
is higher.

We choose a group of pages relating with user’s interest
and another pages with no relation respectively. IG is
matched when one’s secrets is exposed. The variation of
sim is shown in Figure 1.

The higher IG is, the higher sim will be. But the matching
level of pages with no relation doesn’t vary obviously.
Because they can match higher nodes only, and cutting
lower nodes will not effect higher nodes. at the bottom
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model, the value for each node Item is the subset of its
arent node Item value, and the parent node Item will
generally contain the unique describing words in its child
nodes Item excluding the union of its child nodes. Each
element weight in the parent node Item is the sum of the
same element weights in its child nodes. The Value value
of each node is the sum of Value values of its child nodes.
i.e.,

Among them, With D said page text u characteristic vector,
Ti for page text u characteristic items, each with its own
feature items has the weight value of TWi, i.e.,

                D ={TW1,TW2 ,…TWn }.
The describing vector of user p interest point node is
composed of node node. Item of the user model, i.e., its
weight
               node.Weight ={KW1, KW2 ,...KWn }.

node_sim(u,node)=

nc children
nc.Item  n.Item

2. n.Weight.KWi =    nc.Weight.KWi

nc children
Σ

nc.Value3. n.Value = Σ
nc children

1.

Combining the weight of the interest point, calculate the
similarity of an interest point node and page u:
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Figure 1. Relationship of matching level of user’s interest
with integrate description of user’s interest

nodes are pets and no cutting to its matching high-level
nodes. And when it was cut the top node matching,
matching to higher layer of the node sim value is still very
small. Moreover, the higher IG, the more obvious the
difference between pages relating with user’s interest and
pages with no relation. When IGis 0, simis 0.

3. Update the user’s interest based on user’s browsing
behaviors

Existing research shows that many of the user’s browsing
behaviors suggests the user’s preferences, and present
the user interest.

The smallest browsing behavior combinations of user
interest calculation can be the following five kinds: saving
pages, printing pages, bookmarking pages, the times of
certain page visiting and the dwell time on a page[7-9].
Analyzing the five kinds of smallest browsing behaviors
above, it can be found that if the saving a page, printing a
page and bookmarking a page happen, the page has the
high degree of user interest. Generally, the browsing
behaviors, saving, bookmarking and printing pages happen
not very often. The estimate of user interest in a page
mostly comes from the times of a certain page visiting
and the dwell time on a page.

3.1 The calculation of user interest degree based on
the times of a certain page visiting
The more visits on a page, the more interested in the  age
a user is. That is, the larger times of a page visiting in a
period of time, the greater the user interest[10,11]. The
degree of user interest based on the times of a certain
page visiting can be described as:

InterestFreq(u) =
Freq(u)

max (Freq(v))
v U

3.2 The calculation of user interest degree based on
the browsing speed
The more the browsing time on pages, the more interested
in the pages a user is. On the other hand, the browsing
time on a page is closely related to user’s operation habit,
speed and the page size. For the better consideration of
all factors, we made the browsing time, or dwell time
corresponds to the current browsing speed[12,13]. The
calculation of user interest degree based on the browsing
speed not only considers the dwell time on the page, but
also needs to consider the page size.

Define the speed of page u browsing by a user:

                   Speed(u) = Size(u) / Time(u)

Among them, Size(u) is the page size visited
currently,Time(u) is the browsing time on page u.

Browsing speed is the amount of bytes on a page where
user is browsing in a unit of time. The faster a user
browses, the larger Speed(u) is. This presents that the
user is not interested in the page u. Therefore, the interest
level of a user to the webpages and the user’s browsing
speed Speed(u) is an inverse relationship. That is
proportional to the user’s dwell time, and is inversely
proportional to the page size. Then the degree of user
interest to a page can be calculated by the following
formula:

              InterestTime(u) =
 1/Speed(u)

max( 1/Speed(u))

As the user’s browsing speed could be varied widely, the
linear normalization process makes it hard to distinguish
the differences for the most of the degrees of page interest.
In order to improve the situation, the nonlinear normalization
of browsing speed is introduced. The degree of user
interest in the page u can be presented as the following
formula:

Here, 0 < InterestTime(u) < 1.

In the reality, the user browsing status and environment
could be pretty complex. Unexpected dwell time happens
quite often. For example, a user leaves for something after
he has opened a page. Because of the absence with the
open page, it makes the dwell time of the page is far
greater than the normal. Therefore, the degree of user
interest is close to 0, and the calculated degree of user
interest is meaningless.

To rule out the negative impact of user’s browsing behavior
to the calculation of user interest, an exception handling
strategy is introduced for the abnormal dwell time. When
user’s dwell time on a page exceeds a predetermined
threshold, the value of the dwell time will be set to the
maximum. The dwell time value maintains its actual value
when it is under the threshold. It is very important to

10 v U
Time

v U

log (1/Speed(u)) - min (log(1/Speed(u)))Interest (u)=
max(log(1/Speed(v))) - min (log(1/Speed(v)))

∈

∈

Among them, U is the set of pages visited in the period of
time, Freq(u) is the times of a certain page visiting.

v U
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selection of the threshold. If the value is too high, the
most of the degrees of page interest will be close to 0.
The threshold is meaningless. On the other hand, if the
threshold is too low, the most of the degrees of page
interest will be close to 1. It is not conducive to distinguish
the degree of page interest. Existing research indecates
that for normal page’s visiting, 90% of the dwell time
concentrates in 3 to 5 minutes interval [14,15]. Therefore,
it is reasonable to select 5 minutes as the threshold.

Finally, the degree of user interest based on user’s
browsing behaviors can be described as:

    Interest(u)=( InterestFreq(u)+ InterestTime (u))/2

3.3 User interest index of the comprehensive
evaluation
It was mentioned above that according to the similarity of
the computation text and a single user interest point, the
index sim(u,p) can be obtained for evaluating whether a
page meets the user interest preference. Utilizing it as
he user interest preference indexes, the user interest
degree can be well reflected.

In personalized search process, the user interest often
happen in constant change. According to the user’s
browsing behavior calculation users interested degree
Interest(u), it can better response the user’s current
interest.

Therefore, the fusion of the two user interest indexes will
consider these two aspects, and obtain the comprehensive
evaluation of the page.

Define Rank(u,p) is the personalized quality evaluation
score of page u browsing by a user p:

         Rank(u,p)=(1- w) ·Interest(u)+ w ·sim(u,p)

Among, w [0.1], w is adjusted sim(u,p) and Interest(u)
values of the weights, such as the practical application of
selected w =0.5.

4. Ordering page for controlling description of user’s
interest autonomously

After matching the primitive pages searched with user’s
interest, the pages will be ordered again combining the
page quality with user’s interest. We usually order pages
again in the user terminal or the server[16,17].

The principle of ordering pages again in the terminal is as
follows. Files of describing user’s interest are stored in
he user terminal. Users submit a request to the server
and the latter returns original results searched to user.
Users order the results again using describing files
restored in local terminal. Because of files are stored in
local terminal, this method can avoid exposing user’s
secrets resulted by the network transmission or
remotestorage. But the original results are too more to be
returned back. So they are usually returned in fractions
and the  elocity and quality of searching results reduce.

There are two kinds of different schemes for ordering files
at the server. (1)The files describing user’s interest are

stored in the terminal. When users search information,
requests and the files above are submitted together. (2)The
files describing user’s interest are stored in servers.After
users submit a request, servers order the results searched
again and return them to the user terminal.Because the
process is done by servers, user’s secrets are possible
exposed[3 and 16,17].

Comparing two methods above, a processing which users
can control the description of their interest autonomously
is given. Firstly, the simplified files of describing user’s
interests in the server are used to order the original results
simply. The results are returned to user and he (or she)
will order them again to obtain the individual results by
using the integral description of user’s interests.

As a core, the describing files of user’s interest stored in
the server ensure the reliability of the ordering files and
the effect returned in fraction. Therefore, IG is selected to
obtain a balance between exposing user’s secret and the
ordering quality of the result searched.

5. Conclusion
Based on the simplified ODP hierarchical structure and
the searching order known, a tree model which can express
the use’s interest has been established. The matching
level of user’s interest is applied as a basis of ordering
results. Users can decide the value of IG according to
their desire. The personal information willing to open is
stored in the server in order to improve the searching quality
and sensitive information retained in local terminal to
protect one’s secrets.

Meanwhile,this paper analyzes the relationship between
the user’s browsing behavior and user interest. Considering
both the times of page visiting and the browsing speed for
the degree of use interest, as well as the similarity of the
page keywords and a single user interest point, the index
can be obtained for evaluating whether a page meets the
user interest preference. Utilizing it as the user interest
preference indexes, the user interest degree can be well
reflected.
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